
LESSON 3: More Than Meets the Eye   •   M5-71
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Assignment

Practice
1. Given f(x) 5 x2, graph each function and write the corresponding quadratic equation.

a. g(x) 5 3f(x 2 1) b. g(x) 5 f(3x) 2 1
c. g(x) 5    

1 __ 2    f(x) 1 5 d. g(x) 5 2f(x 2 3) 1 1
2. The graph shows the basic function f(x) 5 x2, and also shows the function h(x).

a. Describe the types of transformations performed 
on f(x) to result in h(x).

b. If the dilation factor is 16, write the function h(x).

3. Use the given characteristics to write a function R(x) 
in vertex form. Then, sketch the graph of R(x) and the 
basic function f(x) 5 x2.
• The function has an absolute maximum.
• The function is translated 70 units up and 100 units 

to the right.
• The function is vertically dilated by a factor of    1 __ 5   .
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Remember
Transformations performed on any function f(x) can be 
described by the transformation function g(x) 5 Af(B(x 1 C)) 1 D 
where the C-value translates the function f(x) horizontally, the 
D-value translates f(x) vertically, the A-value vertically stretches 
or compresses f(x), and the B-value horizontally stretches or 
compresses f(x). When the A-value is negative the function f(x) 
is refl ected across a horizontal line of refl ection and when the 
B-value is negative the function f(x) is refl ected across a vertical 
line of refl ection.

Write
Describe the connections between 
the vertex form of a quadratic 
function, f(x) 5 a(x 2 h)2 1 k, and 
the transformation form, 
g(x) 5 A ? f(x 2 C) 1 D, of the basic 
quadratic function, y 5 f(x).
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M5-72   •   TOPIC 1: Introduction to Quadratic Functions
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Review
1. Rupert owns a small store and he polled his customers to decide what type of bread he should be 

carrying. The table shows the results.

White Wheat Rye
0–20 Years Old 15 5 3

21–30 Years Old 13 12 7
31–40 Years Old 6 16 9
411 Years Old 8 21 5

a.  Construct a marginal relative frequency distribution of the data.
b. Rupert wants to choose one type of bread to sell in his store. Construct a stacked bar graph

of the relative frequency distribution. Which type of bread should he sell? Justify your response.
2. Use the equation f(x) 5    

1 __ 3   (x 2 5)(x 2 3) to determine each characteristic.
a. axis of symmetry b. x-intercepts
c. Will the graph open upward or downward?

3. Use the equation f(x) 5 4x2 1 3x 2 10 to determine each characteristic.
a. axis of symmetry b. y-intercept

Stretch
Given f(x) 5 x2. Sketch each function. Label point A9 for 
each transformation.
 1. m(2x 1 3)
 2. n(2(x 1 3))
 3. r(2(x 2 3))
 4. t(2x 2 3)
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